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Can you feel it?Reiki, in its first century, is a global movement for consciousness and peace.
Crystals and Earth energies are exploding for our use in healing and expansion. Kathy Glover
Scott is one of the highest vibrational activators of Light on the planet and is given the Reiki and
Crystal Frequency to share with you. Being both encoded with high vibration and practical to
use, the energies and tools in this book take you and your abilities multi-dimensionally,
accessing what was never before possible. You will not only be attuned to being a Crystal
Whisperer, you will be in the front row in learning and being anchored in the new Reiki and
Crystal Frequency.You will gain through this book:Attunement to the Reiki and Crystal
FrequencyExpansion of your Reiki consciousness and abilitiesAccess to the fifth-dimensional
realm of all possibilityComprehensive information on crystals and their usesTop Ten foundational
and advanced crystals with ReikiInnovative healing tools and specific chakra crystal
spreadsBuilding and activating powerful healing and manifesting gridsChanneling with Reiki,
Crystals, and Earth energies for self and others

About the AuthorKathy Glover Scott M.S.W. passionately leads the charge for consciousness
expansion and light activation on the planet. With over twenty years experience teaching 5th and
6th Dimensional Consciousness and Reiki to the 21st Degree, she activates the full potential for
advanced Lightworkers. She is a Master Crystal Whisperer, teaching Reiki and Crystal
activation, healing and channeling for ten years.Clients seek Kathy's proven expertise in learning
to fully live their soul potential while being in positions of leadership and influence. As a
professional speaker and facilitator, she activates a group's fullest potential and energy to
enable focused goal attainment. She brings new information, consciousness and ability to
people in this time of rapid social and spiritual change. Individual consultations and webinars are
available through www.KathyGloverScott.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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About Reiki“I believe there exists one Supreme Being ~The Absolute Infinite ~ a dynamic
forcethat governs the World and Universe.It is an unseen Spiritual Power thatvibrates and all
other powers fadeinto insignificant beside it. So, therefore,it is absolute! I will call it Reiki…being
a Universe force from theGreat Divine Spirit. It belongs who all who longto seek and desire the
art of healing.~ Hawayo TakataAbout CrystalsEvery element in the Universe thatmakes up
physical matterwas formed in the stars.~ from Healing Crystals and Gemstones

Opening the Portal ofthe Reiki andCrystals FrequencyYou’ve just opened the door to brand new
knowledge, energy and ability in whichever capacity you work and play with Reiki and Crystals.
This program Reiki and Crystals: Activating the Power of Fire and Ice will rapidly accelerate your
healing abilities and spiritual expansion. Here, you will learn a no-nonsense approach that
maximizes the energy of Reiki and Crystals and all Earth energies. This innovative approach is



new. No other book or program on Reiki or Crystals brings you this frequency and user-friendly
tips, powerful tools, and proven techniques. Encoded in this book is Light energy, and
knowledge provided by the Ascended Masters, attuning you while you visit these pages.You
know that once you receive attunement to Reiki, your ability to use, work with and channel other
healing modalities changes. Any healing system that you use is stronger and more focused as
Reiki fuels it through you. Included in this advancement is the ability to strategically and
intentionally use crystals and unlock their limitless potential with Reiki energy. Reiki heals. Reiki
strengthens and aligns you more fully with your divinely given and guided soul purposes.The
focus here is to raise your vibration, your knowledge and attune you to activate and infuse
crystals, minerals, and stones with Reiki energy. The uniqueness of this program is your
energetic activation with the inherent knowledge and healing power of crystals and given the
ability to maximize their potential. You’ll experience rapid expansion for your own physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual healing and evolution – and for those whom you assist. I’ve been
teaching this program for nearly ten years as the Ascended Masters gave me the blessed job to
communicate this Reiki and Crystals Frequency. You are not reading this by chance.There are
many guides, manuals, and websites to teach you about crystals and minerals and their specific
purposes for energy work. Learning this can be a lifetime of study, and one where the student
often doubts their intuitive ability and effectiveness. The material here is designed to maximize
your active and dormant talents and abilities, increase your intuition and provide you with the
means and ability to get big results even from a little stone.Upon learning this material and
experiencing the light activations embedded in this work, my students report great personal
shifts and expansion of abilities. Though everyone has different healing and abilities, you will
gain in these areas:Greater power in channeling Reiki energyActivation of the Reiki and Crystals
Frequency within youAttunements raising your vibration and your Reiki-Crystals healing
abilityAbility to unleash the power of crystals, stones, and mineralsExpansion of communication
channels with Earth energiesMastery of the G.R.A.G. Model to accelerate your abilities and
knowledgeOpening your visual, auditory and sensory abilities to receive information from your
Guides and crystalsRapid learning of the most powerful and affordable crystals to use today
with ReikiDeveloping personal connections with the Top Ten Foundational Crystals of the Reiki
and Crystals FrequencyDeveloping personal connections with the Top Ten Advanced Crystals of
the Reiki and Crystals FrequencyTips and tools to choose specific and optimal crystals and
stones to useClearing and cleansing techniques for your stonesIncreased intuitive knowing and
confidenceExpansion of ability to live a heart-centered life and access the ‘field of all possibility’
for yourself and othersStrengthening of the Third Eye, Crown, and Root Chakras, with greater
ability to have your head in the Heavens and feet on the EarthUnlocking the inner wisdom of the
Earth to maximize healing and expansionChanneling for yourself and others with the Reiki and
Crystals FrequencyLearning Energy-testing techniques for your use and with others, including
how to choose optimal crystalsGrid building for healing and manifestingGrounding tools while
working in new dimensions of higher vibrationOur need and ability to access Earth energies for



healing are rapidly expanding. Both Reiki and Crystals are energy forces unto themselves – and
together they exponentially grow. Engaging with crystals has many layers and levels. Your
abilities will continue to grow as your knowledge base, and confidence does. Working with the
Reiki and Crystals Frequency is as limitless as you are!

A Seekers Journeywith Reiki and CrystalsLike many kids, my pockets were often full of rocks.
Growing up in prairie-like south-western Ontario, there were not many to choose from, yet the
foundation for my passion awakened early. My father worked in a limestone quarry. Living in the
far west end of the city of Windsor, known as Ojibway Park, our home was above the salt mines,
and from time to time we could feel the blasting in the caverns below.As with many teaching
healers, my childhood had challenges. From this, I learned strength and compassion. One of my
elementary school highlights was a class trip about two hours from home. We visited a site
called Rock Glen, a riverbed where rocks were plentiful, and you could still find fossils. I vividly
recall entering the area and not being able to breathe. I was overwhelmed with the energy and
the beauty and filled with joy that I didn’t understand. Buying my first marble animal statue has
evolved to hundreds of crystals, stones and minerals from around the world.Moving into
adulthood, I began to deny my attraction to rocks and crystals. People in my immediate circle
thought my interest in Earth energies to be silly, and I shut myself down.As a social worker and a
new mother, I began to explore a deeper spirituality in my early thirties; Reiki came into my life. It
arrived shortly after my husband’s sudden transfer from Toronto to London, Ontario. We moved
with a three- and a one-year-old to a new life. Little did I know how everything would rapidly
change. The first time on a Reiki table, words exploded in my head saying “There it is, there it
is.”Even with this profound experience, my skepticism was greater than most of my students
today. I clearly had a love-hate relationship through the first two degrees of Reiki and used a lot
of energy to deny its ease, power, and my shifting consciousness. Looking back, I knew that I
was resisting embracing the ‘Reiki Consciousness’ in my life, as I knew it would lead to
becoming my real self. Reiki was like a benevolent tick that got under my skin and would not let
go. Now I realize that my resistance and prove-it-to-me attitude contributed to my calling to teach
advanced students and expand the Reiki Consciousness and knowledge.Meeting the Mitchell-
Hedges SkullThe key that unlocked the door for my ability to access, hear, use and align others
with Crystals and Earth energies arrived the day I met Anna Mitchell-Hedges. She was the
caretaker of the formidable Crystal Skull that bears her adopted father’s surname.Following my
family’s move to the London, Ontario area in 1994, a series of events occurred setting the stage
for this meeting. First, a part-time counseling job in Tillsonburg led me to connect with Janis
Wall, my first Reiki teacher. She told me of the Mitchell-Hedges Skull and how anyone could visit
with it as Anna kept it at her home in Kitchener, about 30 minutes away.I resisted visiting Anna
and the Mitchell-Hedges Skull for some time, though the need to do so was strong within me.
Maybe it was my lack of trust and the need to control, or maybe it was that I instinctually knew
that there would be no turning back. Now I can see that it was both.My defenses finally



weakened. It was a crisp November day when I first met with Anna and her crystal companion.
Her openness, generosity, and strength of spirit came through immediately. I could feel the
energy of the Skull even before seeing it, and wondered how living with it daily for all these years
had impacted Anna. She offered me a seat and left me to meditate, asking me not to touch the
Skull.As I was still relatively new to energy work, this meeting was quite profound. The energy
emanating from the Skull moved over and through me like waves. In its cloudy, yet clear and
dense core, I saw rainbows and dolphins. When I closed my eyes, I started rocking rhythmically.
Still being a novice at matters of Spirit, I felt overwhelmed and even anxious, yet unable to leave.
I experienced the sense of a profound cosmic transmission and deep peace – both very new to
me.Anna brought in tea, and we spoke for some time. I could see that she delighted in telling
stories of her childhood and of her finding the Skull as a teen during an archeological expedition
of a Mayan ruin in Belize. There has been much controversy about the Skull, how it came into
the possession of the Mitchell-Hedges family, and who is the ‘rightful’ owner. In the times I spent
with Anna, her experience and truth felt real and alive as any I’ve experienced. My deep sense is
that her soul purpose was to uncover the Skull and bring it to our awareness for this time of rapid
spiritual expansion.Through all my work with high vibrational crystals, I’ve never had the
pleasure to meet and work with one whose material, energy and ability to transform matches the
Mitchell-Hedges Skull. The closest I’ve come is with a Star Morph Crystal ball purchased
through Song of Stones on eBay. This crystal ball is a constant nearby as I write.Meeting Ann
ThomasAbout the same time as meeting the Crystal Skull, I was seeking a teacher to provide
advanced training before Reiki Master. A friend referred me to Ann Thomas, who lived on a
horse farm in our area. It was clear that she was a powerful teacher, but little did I know that she
had been working with her Guides for the previous ten years and receiving advanced symbols
and attunements for Reiki to the Twenty-First Degree.A strong and ethereal hand in the middle
of my back pushed me forward in studying with her. What followed was a rapid spiritual
expansion, immediate immersion in self-healing and new abilities. Concurrently, I taught Reiki,
spoke professionally, nurtured two children (one with learning issues), managed a household
with a spouse who traveled continually and did not have familial supports in the area. It felt like a
weight to me at times, though what we required always showed up. The powers-that-be knew
what they were doing! As I completed my studies with Ann Thomas, she was called to live on the
other side of Canada on Vancouver Island and my husband was transferred again, this time to
Ottawa. Here in Canada’s capital city with its naturally strong Earth vibration, the Reiki and
Crystal Frequency entered my world.Being Given the Reikiand Crystal FrequencyDuring a bitter
January cold spell in our Canadian winter, I received a message from my group of Guides, who I
refer to as Guidance. They are a group of Ascended Masters and Guides working with and
through me. There are a few core members – St. John who helps with writing, and Merlin and
Hildegard of Bingen, who you will meet in this book.I was lovingly informed by my Guides to
begin teaching Reiki and Crystals together. This message arrived like a life-changing force,
followed by a huge learning curve and shift of consciousness. Up until then, I’d been



passionately teaching Reiki for ten years and developed quite a resonance with crystals and
Earth energies. During the previous few years, I had been actively using crystals in meditation,
healing sessions, and to raise the vibration during classes and attunements. Creating a class to
attune people to the new Reiki and Crystals Frequency both excited and triggered anxiety in
me.The next day, while visiting the quaint Quebec village of Wakefield, I ventured into one of my
favorite stores that specializes in home and garden decor. I felt pulled by a tractor-beam of
energy to a back corner, where I needed to squeeze between two shelves. On the shelf was one
lone book with the title Healing with Crystal and Chakra Energies. It was quite a beautiful full-
color coffee table-style book and on sale! A loud, long laugh burst from me, causing heads to
turn in this quiet store.That evening, I sat in meditation holding my new book. The outline for the
class and how to teach it emerged effortlessly. I felt surrounded, supported and sensing the
rightness in embracing the unique power of this class. I was told that “students will experience
an activation of their ability to access Earth energies through a process of attunement directed
from a higher dimension.” It became so clear how a new frequency of healing energy is created
when Reiki and Crystals are used together with intention and purpose. Wow!The very next day,
while visiting a local big-box bookstore, I was drawn to the ‘remainders section’ and found one
copy of a beautiful book called Healing with Crystals and Colour. An inner knowing stopped me
from purchasing it. Upon waking the following morning, there was urgency for me to return to the
same store where I found a dozen copies of this little purple-covered book on sale. My Guides
spoke to me suggesting I use this book as a text for the class. While calculating the costs of
using it as a class text, a clerk appeared and handed me a one-day coupon offering an
additional half off all purchases over $50. The Universe made it impossible for me to deny or
question any further, so I bought the rest of the stock in the city of Ottawa that day!By April, my
first class was full, and the very divinely-guided materials I created were complete. Sitting on the
living-room floor the evening before the first class with all the books I had amassed to build my
confidence, I finally got the ‘cosmic joke’ presented to me in January. The beautiful coffee-table
book I had purchased – but not really read – was the same book as the little purple-covered one
purchased for the class! It was simply bound and printed in a different format! Thankfully, the two-
day class went brilliantly.Teaching this class for ten years and expanding the program to include
the Top Ten Lists of Foundational and Advanced Crystals with Reiki, Chakra Healing Spreads,
Grids and Channeling, brings us to the information and exercises presented for you in this book.
Know that your experience will be one of intense, deep learning, healing and rapid expansion of
your abilities to be in service to others. Enjoy!Here I am with my new friend at Las Vegas
Minerals and Gems.It is the largest quartz crystal ball in the world!

Part IReiki and Crystals:Twin Flames Together

Reiki and Crystals:Twin Flames TogetherFor those of us living Spirit-led lives, we know that
relationships are divinely guided. A Soulmate is someone with a similar Soul Contract and Soul



Purpose in this lifetime. When Soulmates connect, both experience an increase of energy, life
becomes brighter and challenges become easier. A Twin Flame connection is more rare and
powerful than with a Soulmate. Twin Flames have a higher purpose directed from Source, with
generations of planning to bring two people together. When Twin Flames connect, both of their
lives open in a new way, with profound expansion for both of them. Twin Flame connections hold
the energetic potential for great relationships, businesses and careers together. The marriage of
Reiki and Crystals with the formation of the new frequency given to us now embodies the
highest vibration Twin Flame relationship possible. It is a marriage whose benefits are gifted to
us for our evolution and healing.Gratefully, I’ve been gifted with this new frequency of energy for
expansion and healing to share with you. My Guidance continually informs me that my ascended
mastery level work on the Earth is a ‘bridge.’ With Reiki and Crystals, it is a bridge between
Ascended Master knowledge and high vibrational expansion and healing energies and the
Lightworkers who need this advanced knowledge. The term ‘Fire and Ice’ refers to this new Reiki
and Crystal Frequency. Reiki is the ‘Fire’ and the word ‘Ice’ includes crystals, stones, and
minerals that carry the consciousness, wisdom and grace of Mother Earth.Know too that you
have chosen to be born now to be part of the greatest shift of mass consciousness since
humankind began. The combination of these two events has created a portal to healing on this
planet for all living beings and the Earth as a whole. Using Reiki energies with the vibration of
crystals and other earthly gifts is one of the most powerful healing means available to you
today.Recently a student asked, “What do you mean by Fire and Ice and what makes what you
are teaching so different from working with Reiki alone?” Little did she know that to answer this
question would take the scope of this book!Your Reiki strengthens and aligns you more fully with
your divinely given and guided power. Earth Consciousness waits for you to listen, learn, expand
and heal through her. Your ability to access her wisdom is strengthened and aligned whenever
Reiki flows without restriction. Reiki activates Earth energies to their fullest potential and
increases the intimacy and healing between you and the consciousness of the Earth.Shifts in
Earth EnergiesThere have been great openings in the Earth’s energies over the past few years.
As you may already know, they are part of the master plan for the growth of our planetary
consciousness. Sometimes, the outcomes of these shifts are visible and sometimes traumatic.
Many of us have been sending energy to assist with the suffering.Know that the most powerful
shifts often herald a new awakening of Earth energies. These shifts bring light and balance to
our planet, paving the way for higher frequency energies to ground here. A great example is the
arrival of higher frequency children with remarkable abilities since December 2012. This shift
also opens up the possibility of healing and transformation with Earth frequencies greater than
we have ever known before.Know that you and all other Lightworkers are feeling and accessing
these newly arriving energies for healing and spiritual evolution and in work with others. It is time
for you now to bring healing and Light energies to whatever is your work or wherever you may
go.The combination of the awakening of new Earth energies, the shift in mass consciousness
and your presence here now, enables a portal of healing on this planet for all life and the Earth



as a whole.Using Reiki energies with the vibration of crystals and Earth energies is one of the
most powerful means available to you today to accelerate your healing and soul expansion, to
build your skill set and channel a much higher frequency of energy for yourself and
others.Greater Presence of Ascended MastersAscended Masters are highly evolved beings
each assigned to hold a field of specialized and advanced information and energy. Some of
them have lived on Earth, and others have never incarnated in human form. Their time has come
to assist us more intimately and provide learning for our evolution and future. With the opening of
Fifth Dimensional and crystalline energies on the planet following December 2012, they are in
closer contact with you than ever before possible. In a recent meditation, Ascended Master
Melchizedek provided the following information to be shared with you here:¡Rapidamente! is the
notice that you are receiving on this day. (Day meaning an extended period of time and meaning
right now in this lifetime for you). Do not hesitate nor get mired in the bog of distraction and
falseness. Be pleased with your being and progress as you carry the pennant for the shifting
change and the agents that we are sending to assist. Notice the blessings in your life. Grace is
around you and in you now and activates with each step you take on solid ground. Do not
waiver! Put one foot in front of the other only on solid ground. We cannot say this enough – solid
ground. Do not trust what does not appear as meaningful and etherically tangible. Feel it – listen
and think with your heart. Act meaningfully and thoughtfully – using your mind for its intended
purpose. Others need your joy and cheer in their life and never minimize the depth of your
impact. Most of what happens in the light (of day) has little or no meaning to your evolution. What
is done in the dark (at night) is enabling YOU to be who you are intended to be.Again, this
program, Reiki and Crystals: Activating the Power of Fire and Ice is different than other crystal
healing courses. The uniqueness comes through the activations you receive, through the
exercises and healing tools provided in this book. Healing codes are also embedded in these
pages that activate new energies and abilities at the deepest levels within you. Right now, you
are being aligned with the highest frequency and ability to work with Reiki and Crystal energies.
To repeat:Earth energies and our need to access them for healing are rapidly expanding. Both
Reiki and Crystals are energy forces unto themselves – and together they exponentially grow.
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G. Elaine Morgan, “hughly recommended!. incredible! Full of invaluable information and advice. I
will read it twice to gain a deeper understanding of the material. Certainly beyond what I
expected. So grateful to have the information and to put it to use. I can say, this book is life
changing for me!”

Becca, “Good book. I bought this for a friend and she absolutely loved it! It would have been nice
to coloured pictures but if your knowledge of crystals and reiki is already good you won’t need
them. I would say not a book for beginners, it’s good to have a knowledge of one or both
subjects separately first.”

Terri, “Worth every penny and more. Beautiful book. Very enlightening and definite plus to add to
my reiki sessions and teaching to my students. Thank you so much for sharing. The author is a
beautiful soul with beautiful energy  I am honoured to have read this book”

Client, “Great purchase. I really enjoyed the book. The explanations are clear and the subjects
well explained. I would certainly recommend this book to a friend.”

susan cain, “Five Stars. Love her writing and loved this book - Thanks”

The book by Jon Jureidini has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 12 people have provided feedback.
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